WHERE
NEW ZEALAND

WHAT
ROSÉ

WHEN
Year round

OTTO’S CONSTANT DREAM (OCD)
DRY, YEAR ROUND ROSé
Versatile party hopper with a tux in the trunk,
just in case.

CONCEPTUAL DOPPELGANGER

Taika Waititi is a comedian and filmmaker. He is a particularly
Kiwi version of said professions. He is a beloved version
of aforementioned passions. He is a Maori and Jewish version
of previously touched on talents (celebrated for). He is the
original manager character from Flight of the Conchords. He
is a singularly non-singular Kiwi comedian who also paints and
uses a camera to capture things and enslave them for purposes
of artistic expression. He is surprising. He is a joy. He
is loved. With good reason. He is worth enjoying in any way
possible as often as possible.

WINEMAKER Peter & James
Macdonald
REGION Marlborough, Wairau
Valley
GRAPE VARIETY Pinot Noir
SOIL Super stoney, well
draining
AGE OF VINES Planted
around 2006
PRODUCTION 6,000 bottles

VITI VINI Sustainably farmed,

off of “Bridge” a single
vineyard located in the heart
of the Wairau Valley and that
borders the Wairau River. Fruit
was picked early, at 22 Brix to
ensure lower alcohol and
freshness. 80% was direct
pressed and 20% had 12 hours of
skin contact. The juice was
settled overnight before being
racked into tank with lots of
solids for fermentation at cool
temperature to retain fruity
esters. Post fermentation the
wine was racked off its gross
lees and left to mature on fine
lees for a month or so. Bottled
early to lock in freshness.
Bone dry and with an
indisputably versatile style
intended for consumption all
year. Why limit yourself? When
in doubt, drink Rose.

PRODUCER OCD is the wine that
launched Com munal Brands.
Inspired by Melissa Saunders’
obsessive nature about wine,
her friend and business
partner Chris Antista, created
a wine in her honor: OCD. She
applied said obsessive nature
to find the right juice for our
epony mous brand, ultimately
finding a warm connection in
her husband’s native New
Zealand. The wine is produced
by Hunter’s, one of the oldest
and very best producers in the
region. Jane Hunter is a
legend and an inspiration to
the brand. The name? You’ll
have to ask the authorities
about that ;-).
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